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AHMED YACOUB/ 

THE NIGHT BEFORE THINKING 

For the past decade or so I have been collecting legends and 
tales, both on tape and directly in writing, provided for me by 
Moroccans adept in the art of story-telling. The literary tradi
tion here is a strictly oral one, and it is not surprising that the 
most successful results should come, even at this late date, from 
illiterates. Story-telling has always been a national pastime' here 
in Morocco; Y acoubi tells me that as a child he used to go daily 
to the cemetery outside the warts of Fez and sit for hours listen
ing to the professional tale-spinners who made their living like 
minstrels wandering from town to town entertaining the popu
lace. He remembers the stories., but when he comes to tell his 
own, he improvises. The following text was recorded in October 
1958, and I did not play it back until March of this year, when, 
since Yacoubi was not available, Mohammed Larbi Djilali helped 
me to prepare an exact translation of it. Djilali knows no English; 
we used Spanish for determining the precise meanings of equiv
ocal passages. Nothing has been deleted or added or altered; the 
English version is a literal translation. The title was given me this 
year by Yacoubi, who now speaks English. Moroccans, like many 
Mediterraneans, often believe that the act of thinking means 
being in a state of sadness, preoccupation or anxiety. His title, 
Yacoubi says, refers to the night when he told the story, which 
belonged to a carefree peri'od of his life. 

When I showed the piece to William Burroughs, he was en
thusiastic, and I suggested that he· might want to furnish some 
comments. This he agreed to do. 

-Paul Bowles 
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Three men sat side by side. Three. 
One was called Hakim. 
Qne was called Faqir. 
And one was called Meskine. 
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And the three of them were sitting there. And as they sat 
there a woman came by, and the woman's name was Raqassa. 

Raqassa spoke to Hakim. Allah ya Hakimi 
Hakim said to her: Speak to Meskine. 
She said to Meskine: Allah ya Meskinel 
Meskine said to her: Speak to Faqir. 
She went to Faqir: Allah ya Faqirl 
Faqir spoke: What's wrong? 
She only cried aloud and wailed. 
Ya Raqassal What's wrong? 
Ah, she said. I have a son. He's twelve years old and one leg 

is longer than the other. 
Hakim heard these words, and he said: Thi »is work for me. 

Not for Meskine. And not for Faqir. It is for Hakim. How can 
it be that your son came out with one leg longer than the other? 
Ha, Raqassa? 

Raqassa wept, and the first tear ran down. When the tear 
came out of her eye, Faqir said to Hakim: Allah is great! The 
tear came out of only one eye. She's like her son with one leg 
longer than the other. 

Hakim spoke. Quiet! Let me do this. Then to Raqassa he said: 
Now, Raqassa, why are you weeping? 

Ah, sir, I loved that boy. When he was ten his legs were alike, 
but when he got to be eleven, one grew longer than the other. 
And now what's the remedy? 

Hakim turned to Meskine and Faqir. Wait here for me. I'm 
going with Raqassa. He went with Raqassa to her house. 

Raqassa has no son, nor any daughter. She has no one at all. 
Hakim followed her into the house. She led him into a room. 

He sat down. 
What will you drink? she asked him. 
What have you got? Water, or buttermilk, or milk? 
I have buttermilk, she said. And she gave him buttermilk. He 
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drank a glass of it, and as he finished swallowing it, he felt his 
head spin as if he had drunk a glass of cognac. 

Well, he said, and where is this boy who has one leg longer 
than the other? 

Allah, Allah, ya Hakimi So your naine is Hakim and mine is 
Raqassa. It was you who killed my brother. A long time ago you 
killed him. It's fourteen years since then. And I'm tired of look
ing for you everywhere. There's no city I haven't looked in to 
find you. I said my name was Raqassa because I didn't want 
you to know the name of the family. My name is really Aaklaa 
bent Aaklaa. Now, Hakim, you're only H'akim, while I can 
freeze water on the ground. 

By that time she saw that Hakim was looking very ill from 
the buttermilk he had drunk. He was not seeing anything. She 
went up to him and threw a darkness over his face. Then she 
spread his mouth all over his cheeks. She drew a rope around 
his neck and made a slip knot in it and pulled on it. Hakim felt 
sixty kilos of pressure, and then he felt sixty thousand, and he 
could not move his body. And Raqassa was getting ready to use 
every kind of power she knew. 

Then she stopped. I must have an ostrich egg, she said. I've 
got everything for this work except that. 

She took out a stick and struck it on the Hoor.1 Then she burned 
a little bakhour. At that moment a bird Hew in, and under its 
·wing it carried an egg. 

Raqassa said to the bird: I want an ostrich egg. 
The bird spoke. For three years I've been sleeping on this 

ostrich egg. When you called me I knew you wanted it. I knew 
you would be needing the egg for your work on Hakim. 

She took the egg from the bird and set it down. 
How are we going to break it? 
The bird said: I'll tell you. The only thing that can break it 

is Hakim's head. Put the egg on the floor, tie Hakim's legs to
gether and hang him upside down from the ceiling, right over 
the egg. Then cut him down, and his head will break the egg. 

1 Like Jesus Christ, who had a long stick and used to hit the ground 
with it, and all sorts of things came out. The same as Jesus Christ.
Note by Mohammed Larbi Djilali. 

• 
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When you break the egg you smash the mouse's water-jar, and 
the mouse dies. . 

.They went over to Hakim and took hold of him. They tied him 
with a rope and hung him upside down from the ceiling. When 
they cut him down his head fell on top of the egg and broke it. 
As it broke, smoke came out, and that smoke was like nothing 
anyone ever saw. And it was both black and white and where 
it was black there was yellow inside, and there were' other colors 
arou?d the yellow. The bird looked at the egg and said: Ayayay! 
Thats the egg of Rokh el Bali. Do you see how many colors it 
has? 

Raqassa answered: Those colors are what I need for my mix
ture. She walked over to Hakim and snatched away the darkness 
she had thrown over his face. Then she made paint from the 
smoke and painted him like a woman. She painted him from his 
hands to his feet and made him get up. 

Hakim said: So, Raqassa. You are paying ml back because I 
killed your brother.. ' 

She said: Tell me about it and 111 untie you. 
You know how he died? I'll tell you. Your brother Difdaf, if 

he laughed, you couldn't trust him. If he cried, you couldn't 
believe him. If he put on his clothes, it was better not to look 
at him. 

What do you mean? 
I was always looking at him. If I laughed, he did not laugh. 

If I cried, he did not cry. When I dressed, he did not look at 
me. I said to him: What is it? He was sad and his heart was 
black. I didn't know what was the matter with him. I asked him 
again and again what was wrong, .,but he never would say what 
was in his heart. Until one day I ~aid to him: Tell me, and per
haps I can help you. Then you will be finished with being sad. 
Allah, Allah, ya Hakim, he said, if I could only find someone 
who would kill my sister for me. That woman was horn at the 
same time as I was, but our father treated us differently. Our 
lives were not alike, for our father said: The one who was born 
first shall have the power. And she was born five minutes before 
I was. Five minutes for the Christians is a long time. For us it's 
not such a big thing. But this time it was like a thousand years. 
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So I said to him: How does it happen that she was born five 
minutes before you? He told me his mother used to keep hens 
on the roof. One day they all began to cackle. And his mother, 
who had the two babies in her belly, was called Lalla Halalla, 
~nd she ran upstairs to feed the hens .and chicks, and while she 
was on her way back down she slipped, and th~ girl came out of 
her belly. The girl came out before the boy. Since she was born 
before me, my father gave her the power. The one who came out 
first had to be given the power. She got it and I got nothing. 

So that's why you're sad? I asked Difdaf. 
That's why, he told me. 
And why do you want power? I asked him. 
Allah, Allah, ya Hakim, he said. With power there is nothing ' 

you can't do. You can even see what is unseeable. 
I looked at him. I said: lf you want power I can give it to you. 
He said: Hakim, I want to see that power. 
So I made some fire and smoke, and I waved my arms and 

danced. Difdaf watched. Then I finished, burned bakhour, played 
a little more, and shrugged my shoulders. And what came down 
came down and what went up went up. And Difdaf waited 
until one day when I had gone out of my house. And he went 
in and tried to do as I'd done. And he did the same things. He 
even managed to do things I had never been able to do. Because 
he asked Satan to help him. He never asked help from God, but 
always from Satan. He made the spell, and the afrits I came 
down. He spoke with them. He said : I want Hakim to die . But 
the pieces of his body have got to· be scattered around. The head 
to Tunis, the body to America, so they won't be able tp get 
together again. 

It happened this way. I was sitting somewhere. An angel 
flew down out of the sky, saying: Ah, Hakim, get up! God 
help you! Difdaf is pla~ning to cut off your head and separate 
it from your body forever. 

I ran home, went into my room, and found Difdaf working 
there. But I knew how to be quick. With my big toe I kicked 
the door, and Difdaf fell through the floor, and on the spot where 
he had been · there was nothing but fire. Difdaf was ashes. As 
I was finishing, his sister came in and saw. She knew what had 
happened, and she knew it was I who had burned him. I would 
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have burned him more, but out of respect for God I stopped. 
Because I showed respect, the angel flew down again and talked 
to me. He said: Why are you afraid? This man was going to cut 
off your head and keep it far from your body. And God gave you 
the power to burn him. It was written that he should be burned. 
When Difdafs sister heard what the angel was saying, she went 
ott quickly. And when she was outside she said to herself that 
s e would change her name and wait to catch up with Hakim 
1

1 
ter. And when it was later I was sitting with Faqir and Mes

kine, and at that moment you came by. 
Raqassa said: And that's the story? 
That's the story. 
That's why cyou killed my brother? 
That's why I killed him. 
You killed him because he envied me my power? 
Yes, he said. 
I see. And now, Hakim, how do you plan to get out of this? 
Hakim laughed a little and said: How am I go'ing to get away? 
Yes, said Raqassa. 
He said: I'll go out like smoke leaving fire. 
How do you mean, like smoke leaving fire? 
Hakim said: When one kind of fire is mixed with another 

kind of fire, everything tu.ms to smoke. That smoke is not like 
other smoke. The fire is burning, but the smoke is not in the fire . 
It's alone. 

(This, for example. Her heart and her brain were in the fire, 
and Hakim was smoke. In this way he could escape from her. 
Because if the heart goes with the brain, all is fire, but there is 
no smoke. If there is smoke, either the heart or the brain is going 
to grow cold. ) 

Hakim spoke, and Raqassa was listening carefully to his 
words. She said to him: How is that? The smoke doesn't come 
out of the fire? 

That's right. The smoke doesn't come out of the fire. 
And that's how you expect to get out of here? 
That's how I'll get away. Like smoke. 
I'm going to shut the doors. And I'm going to make fire 

everywhere. So you won't go out of here like smoke. Every crack 
will be shut. Everyt.hing will be inside the fire. 
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Raqassa made a door of iron, and built walls of iron. She 
made a whole laboratory of iron. Everything of iron. She put 
Hakim in the middle of it. And she brought out a dark cat and 
set it beside her, and said to it: 0 cat! Lie still. When you see. 
·the fire, take off those whiskers you have and put them on 
Hakim's face. Because in that way the fire will reach his heart. 
With those long hairs on his face. Because the fire by itself won't 
bum his body, but the whiskers will lead the fire to his heart. 

She made the fire. And the cat quickly took off its whiskers 
and stuck them on Hakim's face. The fire was blazing and Hakim 
felt nothing. But as the hairs of the whiskers began to bum, he 
felt the fire on its way to his heart. He called to God. Ya, rebbil 
So here I am, caught in the trap! 

And Raqassa was watching. The fire was burning Hakim and 
soon he would be turning to ashes. Why did I ever tell her I 
would go out as smoke? 

Soon Raqassa turned the fire down. Listen, Hakim, I thoug9t 
~ 

you were going to escape as smoke. 
Hakim said: Not really. The things that are really in, my head 

I leave there. I was just talking. I wanted to see what you'd do. 
He was burning, but he had to pretend that he had never 

heard of such a thing as fire. 
She said: I see. But how do you expect to get away? 
There's only one way for me to do that. I'll tell you something, 

Raqassa. The ostrich egg you broke with my head has saved me. 
That egg had power in it. I can't be burned now, since the egg 
has broken against my head. 

Raqassa looked at him and laughed. We can wait and see 
what happens, she said. 

Perhaps the way is for us to work together, you and I, he said. 
You can take the king and 111 work with the captain, the one 
who's famous for his swordsmanship. 

No! she told him. I'm working only against you. I want to see 
which one of us is going to kill the other, and who's going to 
die first. 

You want to see who's going to die first. 
Yes, she said. 
He looked at her. Your death is going to be very hard. And 

I ( 
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your life will seem very long because your death will be so slow. 
Raqassa laughed. She told him: Your death won't take long. 
Hakim laughed also. 111 disappear fast, like your son, the one 

who had one leg longer than the other. 
She said: Why don't we get married, you and I? Perhaps we 

could have a son who wouldn't be like you. He might tum out 
to be a bird. A bird that could fly. 

Hakim laughed again. 
Raqassa went out of the house to the hammam. She washed 

and whitened herself at the bath, while Hakim stayed behind 
at her house, bound with rope. Then she went back home and 
untied him, so he too could have a bath. 

He went fo the hammam and got very clean and shining. 
Raqassa arrived, and they went out from the baths together 

with oboes and drums playing. Oboes and drums, and without 
paying for them, either, since everything was from another 
world. They went with oboes and drums and comets into Ra
qassa's house, and sat down. 

Raqassa looked at Hakim and laughed. Hakim looked at 
Raqassa. He laughed. 

Before putting their bellies together, they began to talk. Even 
before getting into the bed. And Raqassa stood up and began 
to take Hakim's clothes off, and Hakim undressed Raqassa. They 
fell into the bed. Hakim was laughing, and he said: How the 
world is! Think of it! I've even come to the point of getting 
married! Who would have thought to see me with a wife! 

What's the matter? asked Raqassa. Don't you like the idea? 
Marriage frightens me, said Hakim. It means the end of young 

men. If you want to see a young man disappear, make him get 
married. He will never be young again. 

Raqassa said to him: Why do you say that? If our fathers 
had never married, where would we be? Everyone gets married. 

Marriage is all right, but if a young man is thinking of getting 
married, he's got to be ready for it. He should never get married 
if he isn't ready. 

How is that? What does he need in order to get married? 
Everything, said Hakim. If you haven't got everything, why 

think about getting married? 
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Now. You're Hakim. I'm Raqassa. Why are we lying here 
talking about marrying or not marrying? 

And Hakim was looking only at her face. He had not looked 
at the rest of her. And when he looked down at the rest, he saw 
it. was something very fine. Magnificent! Hakim cried. We11 do it 
once by electric light, and then I'll light all the candles too and 
do it again. 

He turned on all the lights, and they began to bring and take. 
Then he lit the candles too. 

Later, when Hakim had finished, and Raqassa also had fin
ished, she said to him: Never in my life have I seen such a man 
as you. Never! 

Hakim said: So you've had another man before mer Or do 
you usually see something different every day, perhaps? 

I want to find out what this is all about. Why should you be 
the way you are? 

Hakim went out. He went back to the place where he had 
left his two friends sitting. They saw him. Ah, Hakim! What hap
pened? Did you see the boy with one long leg and one short leg? 

If only it had been you who went to look for him! Then he 
sat down and told them all about it. When it was time for the 
evening prayer he said: Good-bye. I must go back to Raqassa. 

And so Hakim was living his life. And one day he saw that 
Raqassa's belly was big. A boy was born. The boy was strange. 
Not like other babies of this world. Between his two eyes he 
had another eye, and at the top of his head was still another. He 
looked (God is great!) like nothing ever seen before. Hakim 
came in and lifted him up, and then he saw the eye in the mid
dle of his forehead. Raqassa said: This baby! See what God 
gave him on the top of his head! A handle to lift him up by. 

But Hakim told her: Be quiet!! That's not a handle. There's 
an eye at the end of it. The boy is going to see from all sides. 

What do you mean, from all sides? 
He's got an eye between his eyes and an eye on top of his 

head. All he needs is one on his leg and one in his back and 
another in his belly, and he'll be able to see whichever way you 
turn him. 

Before we teach him anything we must make sure that he 

( 
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gets more eyes, said Raqassa. We must remember that. We might 
put him into a museum. Everyone who went in would go to look 
at him. 

Hakim cried: No! We're going to keep this boy. He took the 
child in his arms and carried him into his laboratory. He put him 
down and began to work. When the baby saw him working, the 
eye in the top of its head began to turn in a circle. 

Raqassa got up, and she too began to work. When the baby 
saw its mother working, the eye in the middle of its forehead 
began to go around, too. The baby looked almost like television. 
It began to crawl around and around in circles. Soon it had only 
two eyes: one on the top of its head and one in the middle of 
its forehead. ·Hakim laughed. 

The baby was very small. That was still only the first day of 
its life. But as it turned in circles, its legs began to grow. They 
had been very small, and now they were bigger. Said Hakim: 
He's growing now. 

Raqassa answered: He'll be complet~ within 'two days. Then 
Raqassa went into a trance on one side of the baby, and Hakim 
waved his arms on the other side. They danced and they made 
passes with their hands over it. And the baby watched them. 

When the baby was only two days old, it already knew what 
was going to happen. Hakim was in a trance and was beating 
the air with his arms. He was trying to find a way to kill his 
wife so he could keep the baby for himself. Because he liked 
that baby. It was very different. 

Raqassa was also in a trance, and she was muttering. She too 
was hoping perhaps to find a way to kill Hakim so she could 
keep the baby. They looked at one another. Each one was doing 
the same thing. And all the while the baby was in the middle, 
watching. 

All at once Raqassa went over to the baby. She shut the eye 
in the top of its head. And as she shut that eye, another came 
out in the middle of its belly. She shut the eye in the middle of 
its belly, and another eye came out on its back. She shut the 
eye in the middle of its back, and one came out on its leg. That 
baby had eyes all over it. 

Hakim was still in a trance. He moved around the baby, and 
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the baby was looking at him from all sides. Hakim said to him
self: Ahl Each moment the baby is more beautiful! • 

He stopped moving and remained looking straight at Raqassa. 
He said to himself: If I kill her now, she's not going to make me 
~ny more babies. And she might yet .make me something with 
two or even three heads. If she can give one with all those eyes, 
she might easily tum out one with two or three heads. I'll let 
her live a while. I won't kill her yet. 

They finished with their work, and went into the bed chamber. 
They sat on the bed, and Hakim pressed his legs against hers 
and made his hand run down her body to her tabon.2 When he 
had his hand on her tabon he patted it, and cried: Well, well, 
tabonl You gave us a baby with eyes all over its body. 

Raqassa made her hand run down Hakim's body to his zib. 
She seized it and said: Yes! Yes! This is what made the head 
with the eye on top. 

What do you mean? said Hakim. I made the head with the 
eye? I didn't make anything. 

She said to him : Be quiet! Don't say such a thing! Don't say 
you didn't make the baby. Without you where would he be? 

You'd have been with another man, perhaps, said Hakim. 
With another man the baby would never have been like this 

one. You, Hakim! When you put your zib into my tabon it was 
as if a goat had gone in. It was painful. But only because I 
wasn't frightened, I didn't cry out. And it was the cry I kept 
inside me that made the child begin to exist. At first it was only 
a head growing, and that was like a disease. But instead of going 
on like that, the disease worked its way out as an eye in the top 
of his head. 

Said Hakim: When you opened your legs and I came close 
to you to do the thing, I felt a pain in the eye of my zib. That's 
what gave him the eye in the middle of his forehead. 

The baby laughed. What a lot of lies you both tell! he said 
to them. One of you says the eye in the top of my head comes 
from one thing. The other says the eye in the middle of my 
forehead comes from something else. You are saying that your 
eyes are in my eyes. I already existed before you ever met each 
other. I was hidden and neither one of you knew me. Only God 

2 cf. t'habunt, Leo Frobenius, African Genesis. 

• 
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knew I was going to be like this. You didn't know. Now you 
think you understand all about it. You don't know anything. How 
can anyone know what's hidden inside the belly of a woman? 
It's God who decided I should be like this. He cut out my 
pattern. And neither one of you knew how I was going to look. 
It was written in the books that I was going to be born like this. 
It was already known. And now you're telling each other what 
you did to make me like this. Why don't you try again and see 
what you can make this time lying together! She with you and 
you with her! Let's see what you can do! 

Hakim had done ~t the other time with the electric light and 
with candles as well. He said: By Allah, this time I'll do it with
out any light· at all. He turned out the lights. The baby left the 
room. 

Hakim got up and began. He worked at it and worked at it. 
When he had finished, the woman's belly was huge. It felt very 
heavy. Soon she said: Ya, Hakim. My belly is ~eavy. 

What do you mean? Hakim cried. Have you already got a 
child in there? Are you going to have another? 

She said: I don't know. Perhaps, and perhaps not. 
Hakim touched her belly, and at that moment it began to 

swell and rise. 
Bismillah er rahman er rahim! he cried. There's something 

wrong with you! You're ill! Where does it come from? 
I don't know, she said. And when she rose from the bed, a 

baby girl came out of her. She was very small, and all she could 
do was cry. This girl that had just come out had nine fingers on 
one hand, and one on the other. And one foot had ten toes, and 
the other had no toes at all. When Hakim saw this, he began to 
laugh. 

And he said : This is a good marriage! We haven't had a child 
that looks like me, and we haven't had one that looks like you 
either. 

Yes, answered Raqassa. That is what God has written. 
The boy is different, and the girl is different. What is it? It's 

a good thing I married you without arranging about the money 
first. If the wedding had cost me money, I'd have to take the 
children out to sell so I could pay for it. 

Can't we sell them anyway? asked Raqassa. 
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Ahaha! Yes, we can sell them, and you'll see what will happen 
in the end. Because now they're small, but later it will be dif
ferent. 
. The girl had been born tiny, and she never grew. Twenty-five 
years later she was just as small as she had been the day she 
was born. Many things happened during those twenty-five years. 

One day Raqassa quarreled with Hakim. They fought with a 
great noise. The son heard the fight, and he was not pleased 
with it. He took out a cloth of six colors, like the colors across 
the sky. He held it in his hands and hit it with his finger. The 
cloth separated into two parts. One piece had three colors and 
the other piece had three other colors. And as he hit it, both his 
father and his mother fell dead. 1 

As soon as they were dead, the baby girl began to grow, until 
she was as big as any other woman. His sister was grown up, 
and she asked him: What's the matter with me? 

There's nothing the matter with you. 
When was I born? 
Were you really born? Or was somebody else born for you? 
No, no, she said. I was really born. 
Then that was twenty-five years ago, he said. 
And where have I been? I was born twenty-five years ago? 
Yes. Twenty-five. 
Where are my mother and my father? 
You have your mother and you have your father, he told her. 

But there's no one who knows them. Which one do you want? 
Your mother or your father? 

The girl laughed. She said: I take my mother. Because I'm a 
virgin. And the boy alway.s goes with his father. 

The young man heard these words. In his hand he still had 
the torn cloth with three colors here and three colors there. He 
took the piece that was green, red and yellow, and gave it to his 
sister. They were the colors of the mother. The other colors be
longed to the father. The girl went away with the colors of her 
mother, and the man went away with the colors of his father. 

Translated from the Moghrebi by PAUL BoWLES 

and MoHAMMED LARBI DJILALI 

• 

WILLIAM BURROUGHS 

COMMENTS ON THE . NIGHT 

BEFORE THINKING 

The hallucinogen drugs bottle and smoke pictures of strange 
places and states of being some familiar some· alien as the sepa
ration word beautiful and ugly spirits blossom in the brain like 
Chinese flowers in some cases lethal blossoms bottle genie of ap
palling conditions hatch cosmographies and legends spill through 
mind screen movies overlapping myths of The Race. The Night 
Before Thinking was recorded from a young Moroccan painter 
A~med Yacou~i who cannot r~a~ or write. (Re~?rded 1956 Past 
Time.) The Night Before Thinking came to Yacoubi under the 
influence of majoun a form of hashish jam. (Noteworthy that 
there has been almost no work done on the chemistry of Canna
bis whereas other hallucinogens are receiving constant atten
tion.) When the story of Yacoubi came to the attention of this 
department Doctor Benway was conducting experiments with 
some of the new hallucinogens and had inadvertently taken a 
slight overdose of N-dimethyltryptamine dim-N for short class of 
South American narcotic plants Prestonia related to Bufotina 
which a species of poisonous toads spits out its eyes. There is 
also reason to suspect a relation to a poison injected by certain 
fish from sharp fin spines. This fish poison causes a pain so in
t nse that morphine brings no relief. Described as fire through 
the blood: 

Photo falling-Word falling-Break Through in Grey Room
Towers open fire-A blast of pain and hate shook the room as the 
shot of dim-N hit and I was captured in enemy territory Power 
of Sammy The Butcher. The Ovens closed round me glowing 
metal lattice in purple and blue and pink screaming burning Hash 
flesh under meat cleaver of Sammy The Butcher and pitiless in
sect eyes of white hot crab creatures of The Ovens. Called for 
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Hassan i Sabbah (Note 1) and the screams of millions who had 
called for Hassan i Sabbah in that place screamed back from 
creatures of The Oven mouths dripping purple fire. No place 
to go trapped here cut off tried to slip out on The Grey into mir
rors and spoons and doorways of the Fish City but by my smoke 
escape was cut off by white hot metal lattice in this soulless place 
of The Insect People. Place of Dry Air shrivelling envelopes of 
larval flesh-White hot blue sky-Insect eyes of The Alien Species 
-The Soulless Insect People. And The Pain Jinn dripping strips 
of purple fire mushroomed from The Tower blasts-Reached for 
my silver box of apomorphine (Note 2]. 

"Better take a handful, Burroughs," said The Regulator. 
Took twelve twentieth-grain tablets and flashed a glimmer bf 

grey beyond The Ovens and made it out to the Porte Tea Room 
on silver set yesterday past fields of interplanetary war and the 
prisoners eaten alive by white hot ants. Do not forget this Johnny 
Come Lately: WAR. War to extermination. Fading now. Grey 
ash writing of Hassan i Sabbah sifts through The Ovens. Dust 
and smoke. Grey writing of Hassan i Sabbah switch tower orders 
reverse fire back creatures of The Oven stored in Pain Banks 
from The Torture Chambers of Time. Souls tom into insect frag-

Note 1. Hassan i Sabbah The Old Man of The Mountain Master of The 
Assassins lived in the year One Thousand. From a remote mountain 
fortress called Alamout he could reach a knife to Paris. There were not 
more than several hundred trainees in any one Alamout shift. Hassan i 
Sabbah made no attempt to increase numbers or extend political power. 
He took no prisoners. There were no torture chambers in Alamout. He 
was strictly a counter puncher. When a move was made against Alamout 
by the multiple enemies of Hassan i Sabbah he reached out with his 
phantom knife and a general a prime rnini~ter a sultan died. Hassan i 
Sabbah Master of The Jinn. Assassin of Ugly Spirits. 

Note 2. Apomorphine is made by boiling morphine with hydrochloric 
acid. This alters chemical formulae and physiological effects. Apomor
phine has no sedative narcotic or pain-killing properties. It is a metabolic 
regulator that need not be continued when its work is done. I quote 
from Anxiety And Its Treatment by Doctm:_ John Dent of London: 
"Apomorphine acts on the back brain stimulating the regulating centers 
in such a way as to normalize the metabolism." It has been used in the 
treatment of alcoholics and drug addicts and normalizes metabolism in 
such a way as to remove the need for any narcotic substance. Apomor
phine cuts the morphine lines from the brain. Poison of the dead sun 
slowly fading in smoke. 

• 
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ments by iron claws of The Chess Master Doctor-Who synthe
sized dim-Nin Annexia, Iron Claws? 

"They gave large doses of dim-N. Like five times what you 
took. And the prisoners disintegrated into oven creatures. They 
took recordings in sound film and brain waves can tune in on 
dim-N and they are moving to extend the range of tune in to 
other hallucinogens and blockade this planet under Alien Insect 
Enemy. One of the nastiest cases ever processed by this depart
ment." 

Final blast from fading towers I saw the Novia Spirit burning 
metal eyes black metal skull translucent with fire head of Novia 
-Remembered that turnstile brought a prisoner to explode this 
planet-Uranian born of Novia Conditions: Tow two powers of 
equal strength to be directed against each other. "No riots like 
injustice directed between enemies." Minutes To Go. The tortured 
Jinn and Pain Spirits to set off the charge from a distant sky 
switch-White hot blast out in vapor trails smok ,writing of Has
san i Sabbah. Break Through in Grey Room-Word falling-Photo 
falling-Towers open fire-Sacrifice Partisan of all nations-Sacri
fice Iron Claws-You are under arrest Iron Claws-Grey Police of 
The Regulator do their work and go down all your streets and 
by the river light on water flash spoons and tea-pots-Poison of 
dead sun in my brain slowly fading-Now Sammy The Butcher 
fill your hand-Fan silver bullets from The Old Westerns whis
tling image of Sammy The Butcher explode a million flash bulbs 
smell of burning metal-Cut on Grey into The Gunfighter-Blast 
Sammy The Butcher from The West The West Side Push i told 
over The Grey Subway-Through silent turnstiles-Click clack 
cut to grey taxi down shadow streets of Tangier-Back from 
gangster films-Use that typewriter-Chop chop shift Samurai 
sword-Machete silver flash Sammy's last picture-Now Sammy 
The Butcher advances from his comer-He is using his chopping 
technique that earned him his monicker-Sammy can't seem to 
reach The Contender slipping dodging shifting into grey junk 
flesh stale overcoats and shaking spoons-Cut into newsreel prize
fights and send all those fists crashing into Sammy's soft under 
side-Mr Bradly Mr Martin through the Grey Turnstile click a 
million switch blades Uranian born in the face of Novia Condi-
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tions-The Champ is worried folks-Molotov Cocktails from the 
Streets of Berlin and Budapest-Cut chop with that typewriter
Stampeding herds from The West-Tum the animals loose on 
Sammy-Cut TV bullfight Me~co DF-Chop that horn write up 
into Sammy's groin-Use all the strength of those neck muscles 
you got it?-Loose pack of vicious dogs from The Savage Inno
cents-Strafe in battle scenes and fighter planes-Cool and casual 
whistling killers drift in from 1920 streets-They are not come 
justa looka you Sammy-Folks The Butcher has take a terrible 
beating in this round-He looks da~ed and keeps shaking his 
head from side to side-There goes the bell-Now throw in that 
Pain Jinn sixty feet tall dripping purple fire-KING KONG
Street gangs Uranian born in the face of Novia Conditions -pin 
ball machine the world-Shift tilt that Oven Pain in color splats 
tracer bullets bursting rockets-Folks the Butcher is clicking back 
and forth like a bear in a shooting gallery-The Contender has 
Sammy on the ropes now-He's using Sammy's chopping tech
niques-Blow after blow air hammers the code write into 
Sammy's diaphragm-Disperse in broken mirrors clouds cyclon~s 
low pressure Sammy's image into your Hash bulb-Sput-~1t
nesses from a distance observed a brilliant Hash and a roarmg 
blast as Sammy The Butcher was arrested. 

Having written this account of my experience with dim-N 
(And I would like to sound a word of warning) I was of course 
struck by juxtapositions of area between my account and The 
Night Before Thinking recorded by Ahmed Yacoubi five years 
earlier. I took a page of my text-first draft-and folded it down 
the middle and laid it on top of the page in Yacoubi's text where 
he relates the oven incident. (Note: Since I was working from 
first draft of both texts there are some discrepancies with the 
final text.) . 

She made the fire and the cat break through in Grey Room. 
On Hakim's face the pain and hate quivered felt nothing. But 
as the hairs of white hot metal lattice in purple fire reached his 
heart he called to God burning Hash flesh caught in the trap
The Butcher chopping flesh and Raqassa was watching pitiless 
insect eyes white hot-"I thought you said you were going to 
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escape creatures of the oven." What no place to go? Trapped 
here. Cut off. I want into mirrors and doorways. He was burning 
but he had to pretend-Cut off by white hot fire gold and the 
Pain Jinn dripping. 

She said: "I see how fire mushroomed from the Tower Blasts." 
There's only one way for me-"Better take a handful, Burroughs." 
Something you never heard before-Twentieth-grain tablets and 
lay with my head has saved me-That egg grey beyond the ovens 
and made it out now with that egg broken against my Porte Tea 
Room-( Puked in the bidet.) 

Raqassa looked at him: "Interplanetary War tom envelopes 
and happens.'? She said from The Towers fading now-

He answered: "Perhaps the way falls through your ovens-you 
and I. You can take the King clouds grey writing of Sabbah. Ill 
work with the Captain whose name is Reverse-Fire-Send-Back
There famous for his swordsmanship. In that way the fire will 
reach Iron Claws-The grey police on his face •Will lead fire to 
his note books recording your brain waves." 

Now passed this text through Note 1 and Note 2: 
Hassan i Sabbah The Old Man break through in Grey Room. 

Lived in the year One Thousand. Hate quivered felt nothing. 
Called Alamout he could reach metal lattice in purple fire. Has
san i Sabbah made no God burning Hash flesh political power. 
From a remote mountain fortress hairs of white hot knife to Paris. 
Torture out in smoke? Place to go? Trapped here by the multiple 
nemies of doorways-Sabbah Master Of The Jinn mushroomed 

from The Tower Blasts-
Note 2 "Better take a handful, Burroughs.'' Apomorphine is 

made by boiling morphine ore-Twentieth-grain tablets and this 
nlters the chemical formulae and that egg grey beyond the 
ovens. Apomorphine has no sedative narcotic egg. It is a meta
bolic regulator that-(Bidet) Raqassa looked at him. Work is 
<lone. "I quote from Anxiety and happens," She said-John Dent 
of London: "Apomorphine" he answered Perhaps regulating cen
t rs in such a way you and I-You can take The King-Poison of 
II 'ad sun fading in Grey Room-Because in Iron Claws The Grey 
Police on check mate-Something you never heard before Note 
... has saved me-Interplanetary War need not be continued from 
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The Tower-Fading now and its Treatment by Doctor falls 
through your ovens-Apomorphine acts on the back brain stimu
lating grey writing of Sabbah such a w~y as to no~lize metabo
lism-Apomorphine cuts the lines-Films and bram wave of dead 
sun slowly fading in smoke. 

Juxtapositions of The Night Before Thinking by Ya~ubi a~d 
my account of experience with dim-N suggest underlying unity 
of words and images that blossom like bottle genie from the hal
lucinogens now open to all the world of The Thousand and One 
Nights. ' 

• 

MICHAEL McCLURE 

ON SEEING THROUGH 
SHELLEY'S EYES THE MEDUSA 

Oh hideous oh joy loveliness immutable of oh blasted fucking dark 
HEAD 

]ying trunkless cut from body. In light more awesome than dark 
NAKESPRUNG WRITHING VIPERS OF HAIR, CUTTING 

AIR 
oh pleasure of fear! And landscapes behind 

far at the base of the mount she lies on. Oh dark'l:tead in lightness 
oh rainsoaked as moss. Watched by salamander, soaking 

in no not fear but grace more! Bright bright bright 
vileness. 

Hemain of secret strange woman. (Harmonized) (Humanized) . 
Oh sweet fear of strange beauty. (Gross sight as 

light sensitive music synesthesized.) 
Bright bright bright I break the veil of myself to see it 

lying there. As a vision through his eyes. Not see
ing the drawing but the thing as he saw it. 

TUE HEAD IS ASPIRATION, THAT IT BE SEVERED AND 
SNAKED!! THE BODY IS ACCUMULATION OF DEEDS 

that it be beautiful! 
and not there! Imbued in fear that the naked spirit 
be chopped and lying there. That it was chief. Went 

before waving from its stem the tips of aspiration. 
Snapping and scales flecked by light bright and green 
and yellow Hashes. And now that it lies like a mount 
upon a sedgey mount. I fructify from gray lines to 
full life. The woman. Tiny landscape behind and a 

MADBAT 
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